Analysis of cosmetic results of metopic synostosis: concordance and interobserver variability.
Trigonocephaly is caused by premature fusion of the metopic suture of the calvarium. The resultant facial and skull deformities place a newborn at a higher risk of cerebral impairment. Frontal orbital advancement and remodeling is the accepted surgical management. An analysis was undertaken to assess the cosmetic results for nonsyndromic metopic synostosis following frontal orbital advancement and remodeling and to determine whether the observer technique used had validity.The photographs of 20 consecutive patients with metopic synostosis were assessed preoperatively, postoperatively, and at 3 and 5 years of age. Each photograph was analyzed by 2 pairs of trained rotating observers. The findings were compared and reviewed by the fifth member, who acted as a "referee." Where there were disagreements between the findings, the referee came to a final decision. The presence and severity of trigonocephaly, temporal hollowing, hypotelorism, orbital asymmetry, epicanthic folds, and scarring were assessed. κ Analysis was used to determine the validity of observer concordance when using photographic material.There was a significant overall trend in craniofacial aesthetic improvement with time. However, 12% had some persistence of trigonocephaly. Temporal hollowing was usually persistent. κ Statistics varied among attributes and time period assessed. The greatest concordance was for improvement of epicanthic folds and trigonocephaly, with observers agreeing 84.1% and 82.6% of the time, respectively. There was least concordance for severity of hypotelorism and scarring.This study suggests that observer analysis of photographic records is a valid outcome measure for cosmesis, although it yields variable interobserver concordance according to the feature assessed. Surgery corrected most but not all the features of trigonocephaly. The prognostic indicators for good cosmetic outcome are presented.